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 Impossible Prediction! Most Devastating Disruption Of Food Supply In 
10,000 Yrs Is Coming!  

 An “All-Out Blizzard” That Is “Unheard Of For October” Hits Farms In The 
Midwest With Up To 2 Feet Of Snow 

 
++ List of Current Event Prayer Points: For Gods intervention with the CA 
wildfires & Directed Energy Weapon attacks and all the wicked plans surrounding 
this to be destroyed, For the Defense, Protection and Victory of all Christians 
worldwide (especially the persecuted) & also all the Targeted Individuals (TI’s) 
Worldwide, Against Project Pogo & Project Zyphr that would result in the 
"extermination" of tens of millions of awake Americans, That President Trump 
Would NOT approve the Equality Act or any evil law, Against All Planned 
Pandemics & Plagues, Against the Exploding GMO Weaponized Tick & Mosquito 
Populations, Against the Forced Vaccination Mandates, Against The Illegal 
Alien/Terrorist/Embedded Solider Caravans Coming up through the US southern 
border & already on America Soil, Against the 5G & 6G Rollout & the 20,000 
Satellites Being Launched Sending Intense Microwave Radiation Over Entire 
Earth, For All Christians to wake up and spread the gospel and push back against 
all their freedoms being taken away, Against the slaughter of Christians 
worldwide, Against all the witchcraft being done worldwide to perpetuate and 
bring in more evil, death and destruction, Against the ‘Internet Kill Switch’ 
implementation, against the plans & wickedness of high level politicians, For 
President Trump to do the right thing and enact righteous laws and appoint 
righteous people, Against mandatory vaccinations being implemented and that 
the truth would come out about them, for the masses to get saved and have eyes 
to see, ears to hear and hearts to receive the truth, Against The Full 
Implementation of Real ID in 2020, Against the South African Genocide of Whites, 
For God to neutralize & stop the Fukishima Nuclear Radiation Contamination & 
Nuclear Radiation Reactors Breaking Down Worldwide, Against the Big Brother 
Draconian Changes Taking Place Worldwide, Against Further Vote Rigging, For 
Stoppage and Exposure of the Latin American, Chinese, Russian and Muslim 5th 
Column Sleeper Cell Solders imbedded in America, For Stoppage and Exposure 
of the Muslim Invasion of Europe, America and Canada,  For the eradication of 
CERN and all the other 30,000+ particle colliders worldwide & the eradication of 
the D-Wave Quantum Computers, The eradication and exposure of all Pedovore, 
Pedo-predator & all Child Sex trafficking networks worldwide, Against LGBTQ 
movement and against the normalization of all child molestation and 
sexualization of teens, children & babies, For the protection of all infants, 
children, teenager and adults caught in all evil networks, For the eradication of all 
adult and child pornography, bestiality pornography and snuff film sources and 
businesses, For the Supreme Court to overturn Roe v. Wade, For the eradication 
of all abortion clinics & Planned Parenthood centers worldwide & the stripping of 
all the powers of witchcraft from their owners and employees, For the eradication 
worldwide of all Chemtrail programs, Nexrad Doppler Ultrasound weather 
manipulation, NASA’s Blastwave Accelerators & all DEW’s (Directed Energy 
Weapons) causing the fires worldwide, For the eradication worldwide of all 



planned deep state & Muslim false flag events—Against the wickedness being 
openly promoted by the Democrat party and ALL Democrats running for 
president—Against the wickedness being perpetuated by Hollywood, Netflix, 
Amazon, Google, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and all the tech giants 
and the dominant streaming content producers—Against  the pop culture rock 
and rap music industry—Against the wicked factions of Modern medicine & the 
pharmaceutical & vaccine industry—Against the Vatican, Pope and Catholicism--
Every level of government that has by hijacked by wickedness—Against the 
global banking cartels and the 13 families of the Illuminati—Against the wicked 
factions of the public universities and public schools. 
 

Ephesians 5:11, 13-16:  "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of 
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made 
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he 
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give 
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, 
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."  
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines: 
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a 
sense of guilt. 
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard 
against surprise or danger. 
Matthew 24:24:  "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."  
II Corinthians 2:11:  "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not 
ignorant of his devices."  
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble 
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then 
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."  
Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them 
that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me. 
Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth 
violence his soul hateth. 
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners. 
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word: 
“Communications”: companionship, communion 

 
+1+ PRAISE AS A WAY OF DELIVERANCE // DEREK PRINCE 
Play to 10:50: https://youtu.be/jwjXCap2rXg  

 
Psalm 20 (KJV) 
20 The Lord hear thee in the day of trouble; the name of the God of Jacob defend 
thee; 
5 We will rejoice in thy salvation, and in the name of our God we will set up our 
banners: the Lord fulfil all thy petitions. 
6 Now know I that the Lord saveth his anointed; he will hear him from his holy 
heaven with the saving strength of his right hand. 

https://youtu.be/jwjXCap2rXg


7 Some trust in chariots, and some in horses: but we will remember the name of 
the Lord our God. 
8 They are brought down and fallen: but we are risen, and stand upright. 
9 Save, Lord: let the king hear us when we call. 

 
Coach Dave: The Battle Christians Are In 
We need to be good at fighting for right. We’re on Jesus’ team. We need to be all 
in. 
When the team is doing good, everybody wants to be on the team, but when the 
game gets tough, 80% want to run and hide. Where is the remnant, those who will 
stand? The average Christian says “Well, we win in the end,” as if they don’t have 
to fight and win. 
Don’t we know it’s our duty to push back the darkness? Sometimes the darkness 
comes from government officials, who are supposed to be upholding justice 
under the law.  
Today’s show draws attention to this in a recent court case involving two 
Christians who were assaulted on the street. The case was dismissed unjustly, 
without consideration of the evidence proving unlawful violence against them. 
Instead, the innocent plaintiffs were discriminated against by the commissioner’s 
office, while a violent man was allowed to walk free. Is this equal justice? 
Will you stand up and fight injustice? Get involved. Sign up today to join our 
mailing list, at www.coachdavelive.com/sign-up 
Play from 9:40 to 17:29: https://coachdavelive.video/video/seeking-justice-in-
west-virginia-10-9-19?mc_cid=da45cc75f9&mc_eid=54a1c8a4fb  

 
Hirelings In The Pulpits Of American Churches Are Teaching Sheep To Submit To 
Wolves In Government Who Are Seeking To Devour:How is the Church in 
America at peace with corruption that is at war with God?  
I prayed for twenty years but received no answer until I prayed with my legs. -Fredrick 
Douglass former slave, abolitionist 
Just recently, while speaking at an event, I heard a preacher ask the question to the 
congregants why, in the state that America is in today, it is that ministries such as 
Franklin Graham, James Dobson, Pat Robertson etc have not taken to the streets in 
protest concerning corruption within the government (Matthew 16:17-19). Many of these 
national ministries are put in to keep the Christian’s dumbed down & gelded (1 Kings 
13:33). The fruit proves the seed (Matthew 7:16). 
In fact, they are driving support to created opposition, teaching men to submit to corrupt 
government rather than God’s moral law. Scripturally, they have it backward and upside 
down. 
Play: Why Does Billy Graham Have a Hollywood Star? Only One Thing Can 
Explain It... 
“Woe to the rebellious children, saith the Lord, that take counsel, but not of me; 
and that cover with a covering, but not of my spirit, that they may add sin to 
sin: That walk to go down into Egypt, and have not asked at my mouth; to 
strengthen themselves in the strength of Pharaoh, and to trust in the shadow of 
Egypt! Therefore shall the strength of Pharaoh be your shame, and the trust in 
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the shadow of Egypt your confusion. For his princes were at Zoan, and his 
ambassadors came to Hanes. They were all ashamed of a people that could not 
profit them, nor be an help nor profit, but a shame, and also a reproach.” -Isaiah 
30:1-5 
The first thing I would have you take notice of is that America’s favorite preachers 
are not the standard of Christianity.  Christ Jesus is the standard. 
“Neither is there salvation in any other: for there is none other name under heaven 
given among men, whereby we must be saved.” -Acts 4:12 
If the coaches in the NFL have lost as many games as preachers in America have 
metaphorically lost (prayer, abortion, marriage, etc.), they would have been thrown off 
their teams long ago. 
Play: America's new god is "Sports"  
The hierarchies in the American Church are the problem.  They have forfeited our 
possession (To the other evil team) through false doctrine and through their 
inactions over and over again. They are the reason that corruption prevails within 
the walls of government and why, because they don’t preach out against the sins 
that they themselves are guilty of (Luke 6:41).  How could it be otherwise when 
corruption prevails within the walls of the Church? 
“While they promise them liberty, they themselves are the servants of corruption: for of 
whom a man is overcome, of the same is he brought in bondage.” –+2+ 
These are also the ones that have somehow convinced the rest of Christendom that 
luke-warm is the temperature that the Lord has set when it comes to His children and 
how they are to live out their walk, and yet Jesus stated the contrary in Revelation 3:16: 
“So then because thou art lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I will spue thee out of my 
mouth.” 
How diametrically opposed to Scripture can Americans become? 
Hebrews 1:7 tells us “Who maketh his angels spirits, and his ministers a flame of fire.” 
What the Church in America has become is a group of saltless, effeminate and 
spineless men who fail to judge themselves (Psalm 119:30) and, therefore, have 
no power to confront the world (Matthew 7:3) with the message of repentance for 
the Kingdom of Heaven is at hand (Matthew 3:2).The church is called to bear 
testimony against corruption (Matthew 10:18). And because they fail to be the 
salt, they are simply trodden under the feet of men. And so it is. The Spirit of the 
Lord will not bear witness to their compromise and lies (1 John 5:9-12). 
“Ye are the salt of the earth: but if the salt have lost his savour, wherewith shall it be 
salted? it is thenceforth good for nothing, but to be cast out, and to be trodden under 
foot of men.” -Matthew 5:13 
What do we hear from the Church hierarchy today, “God is on His throne. Jesus 
is coming back. Just trust Jesus” (Throw your hands up in hopelessness). Yet 
again scripture commands Christians that they are to occupy till He comes (Luke 
19:13). 
These hirelings are teaching the congregants to stand down instead of standing 
up in protest with their lives, if need be (Luke 12:4). The church is to be the 
barracks that soldiers of the cross are to be spiritually equipped (Ephesians 6:12-
18). They are opening up the gates to the wolves (John 10:12) so that the sheep 
may be devoured (Matthew 26:15). 

https://youtu.be/rFirRFWsydU


These ministries have taught their congregants to submit to what God has 
commanded to throw off (Daniel 3). 
“For now the common song of all men is, ‘We must obey our kings, be they good 
or be they bad; for God has so commanded.’  True it is, God has commanded 
kings to be obeyed; (but) that which they commit against His glory, He has 
commanded no obedience.” –John Knox 
The American Church will call for prayer and yet fail to act.  The hirelings of the day 
apparently have forgotten to read the book of ACT’s. The scripture is clear on this 
matter: “The body is without the spirit is dead, so faith without works is dead” (James 
2:26). 
“This charge I commit unto thee, son Timothy, according to the prophecies which 
went before on thee, that thou by them mightest war a good warfare;” -1 Timothy 
1:18  
Christianity is a battle waged against invisible foes who are always alert and ever 
seeking to entrap, deceive and ruin the souls of men. 
I end with E. M. Bounds who stated “The Christian life is no picnic or excursion. It is 
not entertainment or a pleasure trip. It involves effort, wrestling and struggling 
(Acts 14:22). It demands putting forth the full energy of your spirit in order to 
frustrate the foe and be, in the end, more than a conqueror (Romans 8:37). It is 
not a flower-strewn path, no rose-scented affair. From start to finish, it is spiritual 
warfare. It is a battle, not a game. From the moment they first draw their spiritual 
swords, Christian warriors are compelled to “Endure hardness, as a good soldier 
of Jesus Christ” (2 Timothy 2:3). 
What a misconception many people have of the Christian life! How little the 
average Church members appear to know of the character of the conflict and its 
demands upon them! How ignorant they seem to be of the enemies they will 
encounter if they are to serve God faithfully & succeed in getting to Heaven and 
receive a crown of life! (Matthew 7:13) They scarcely seem to realize that the world, 
the flesh and the devil will oppose their onward march – and will totally defeat them 
unless they give themselves to constant vigilance and unceasing prayer (Revelation 
12:17) 17 And the dragon was wroth with the woman, and went to make war with 
the remnant of her seed, which keep the commandments of God, and have the 
testimony of Jesus Christ. 
It is just at this point that I mean to highlight the professed Church’s greatest 
defects. There is little to nothing of the soldier element in it (2 Timothy 2:3). The 
discipline, self-denial, spirit of hardship and determination that belong to the 
military life and that are so prominent in it; are lacking in Christianity. Yet, my 
friends, the Christian life is warfare from the beginning to end.” 
Remember you do not get the victory without the fight.  
How is the Church in America at peace with the corruption in America that is at war with 
God?  
As Christians we will answer for what we do, and what we don’t do (2 Corinthians 
5:10). The Bible says: “Who will rise up for me against the evildoers? or who will 
stand up for me against the workers of iniquity?” Psalm 94:16 

 
+2+ Power Outage The "Real Story" Behind Historic Power Shutdown California 



Deborah Tavares Notes: Transformation (under the guise of climate change) to a 
Rothschild consolidation of power. All will experience this as part of the 
agenda.  Psyop. ‘Multi-level attack… During the previous fires, van loads of 
looters were brought in from the Bay Area to attack neighborhoods.  This is 
a land grab.  We will become climate refugees.  CalFires has a burn list….on her 
website:  http://stopthecrime.net/source.  This is genocide.  Fresh combustible 
metals of chemtrails are part of this.  ‘Devastating to small business owners. Fire 
Departments are in evacuation only mode. ‘Nowhere for burned out homeowners 
to go.  Homeless will be arrested.  All utilities are run by Rothschild and bankers.  
Read Report from Iron Mountain.  Reduce population. Pollute earth as 
replacement for war.   Deep ecology of climate action plans requiring huge 
disruption of human life. 
Schools have traumatized kids into false reality.   
Play to 21:58: https://youtu.be/r7HpA1VKSK8?t=196  

 
FIRE MAKERS Set to Burn Us Up Santa Ana Winds BLOW FIRES to Burn ALL the 
Way to the OCEAN California Fire Season Starts! NOTE: FIRES are PLANNED 
"EVERYWHERE" Not Only in California 
The Santa Ana winds have returned to California, a signal to the state's residents that 
the wildfire season has begun in earnest. 
The winds are created by high pressure over Nevada's Great Basin as cool weather 
starts to arrive in the Fall. Low pressure systems in warmer California pull them along, 
and as they flow through the Sierra Nevadas and other ranges, twisting their way 
through narrow passes and canyons, they heat up, lose moisture and gain speed. 
We are heavily sprayed overhead with fresh accelerants aka geoengineering, aka 
chemtrails just prior to fires being intentionally set. 
In 2018, this behavior helped feed 6,284 fires that destroyed 876,147 acres in the state, 
while the so-called Camp Fire alone killed 86 people, making it the deadliest wildfire in 
state history.  
A series of wind-driven fires sparked (in part) by PG&E Corp. equipment forced 
the utility to seek bankruptcy protection in January. The company said it faced 
liabilities of $30 billion or more from claims tied to the fires that destroyed tens of 
thousands of structures and killed more than 100 people. 
Much is at stake: Across California, 240,580 homes remain at extreme risk from fires, 
according to a new study from CoreLogic, a property data company in Irvine, California. 
"During the Santa Anas, the hottest temperatures can be right at the ocean," said 
Eric Boldt, warning coordination meteorologist for the National Weather Service in Los 
Angeles. "That is why these fires can burn all the way to the ocean." 
To Verify You Need to Look at the Climate Action Plan that has ALREADY been 
adopted in your town. 
For More Information go to StopTheCrime.net  and watch the YouTube Videos  
https://www.insurancejournal.com/news/west/2019/09/16/540074.htm 

 
PG&E Shutdown Day One: Shots Fired, Curfew Enacted, Police Out In Force, 
Lidar Radar Mapping of Houses and Properties! 

https://beforeitsnews.com/v3/r2/?url=http://stopthecrime.net/source
https://youtu.be/r7HpA1VKSK8?t=196
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001q3CsZooMNcZvprVYFatXc0UY1gco3O6rSuP5ksume4uKwxtybmjBVehjnw9dzSiafqTABuVULUhKtbU1Hn4wx91D-_C5H4PH1ys2szPidifltBPGQJ-SVMUeL_siknAsIs3QxvplhMrJnkhi3ThRp7tecn-RRYAvvIDCIYmL7CRINgJDDenHlVh-TqOmB56yweXfenEL4a63v4Im6W1Kw24YHuK3QY0PkvqJ-Yfg45KgaAmwlebfc0xgXBbwAWhgef2pPQmznkHYqRRh3cTL5VI2PSkwdcbk2duZ_JdAT75_nHqtz72d1-2rud9HZ92KCVHccNDPeFHaUtOG7u5Oa3ajnQ_G8M1ZgvFXV0T9fCHEfwykOhTFqxPfdfssL_Z6yDqDEKY1MI8Y8gtSLujgskM9C70UXn2-WEXwnykbhpj9CVBQON1yc9ax4dMBZf-rdRn-RwKtPTnVhrM8UTTVBH2gNqyzFswHZfNcUVcL9Z4TxTlIc_bGMqvTlTyj3s20S4hZNxji-erJsen9UDGK3vmQdGVdTfQUNm1zrUFiWxaoqlEXabDwIlgeo1qMSE7Uzjw1S3pKe3kS7kWcXbmInCC72tlSGBdLbvZuJkf8lM5cFw6Wq269Vsew9SToaBNLuKIE4QR5-Rg82hU0nwELoXzh-Hz1_uE7pHFcyjCiBFvbdm7nQsGXhGjQKpxjjW9hYD7bHMXYX3AhdURg-e0DwbB_qUqv49tPaWfAGB2bndJbRjXN27oFkm53I7vrdWIvcx1D1vwhCY78rBSSKiwdOQ==&c=p4dymgUqGGJFxSZtFvF56VHBw3X3M9Dj5nyqtMPCdtR39MOeSmAM4w==&ch=Zxn-elbaDRh_Ymag4CyEU7yGhHXA2S0Q_WfCMGIR5B8ULol0ewIitw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001q3CsZooMNcZvprVYFatXc0UY1gco3O6rSuP5ksume4uKwxtybmjBVehjnw9dzSiaepvlgOXf-q4qp0fzuGQ8RxTxcfohgoc1gkzlRREY6GRoeqf9PRDAdR5ygUYNSN5Ww4dfLzFxjfyMVwr_0ANJWuRQOWXxWmV2ARDj_ABxF5HD8PfU-75IVJRCP7Ch_xpKohs2TrfdHrKeL2MS7ZqqpA==&c=p4dymgUqGGJFxSZtFvF56VHBw3X3M9Dj5nyqtMPCdtR39MOeSmAM4w==&ch=Zxn-elbaDRh_Ymag4CyEU7yGhHXA2S0Q_WfCMGIR5B8ULol0ewIitw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001q3CsZooMNcZvprVYFatXc0UY1gco3O6rSuP5ksume4uKwxtybmjBVehjnw9dzSia9T3zZuzr5828omFR8qx5apOzdTpR9VZjjW38pyh552BFxZU4qsBbJ56fdZ7NdCr6BAJ8SqFBqeilDuCegAmfembAojjcp9Yd6YDMypTyoFXCxK1Y34uh3hMONaBH6l9-fTlHd2k-pAmXMI4E_eFhDY0MO-eumgWJW6QAi5mqK5q922r-b6v-AK7N1A7xlMhqrVc9pgdp1ge6kf7PVwa2YuAzShePyjVG5Gyqodqs6Nrl1UzEI2GJu-Ek2nB4RL9IY0MCx5T0lTt_fJYowsOIOAIL_BEuSDAHUMR0Rc1t0gtIHWG9JFzNTdmKZzkUVIdXI1Nug_0shIunJQ3X5Kx-da7YipzvFr1ovDRGZTgNRcDS-2RMRFUTSKrmxUKb-rLgFKYiXocuERpxt7Gv56sBSpnJeuMOT7c_&c=p4dymgUqGGJFxSZtFvF56VHBw3X3M9Dj5nyqtMPCdtR39MOeSmAM4w==&ch=Zxn-elbaDRh_Ymag4CyEU7yGhHXA2S0Q_WfCMGIR5B8ULol0ewIitw==


Play to 12:00: https://youtu.be/6JrX7sSjVUI 

 
CA POWER SHUTDOWN: The Nefarious NWO Agenda Exposes Itself In Satanic 
Detail-- PG&Egate California State Government and PG&E Outright Lied to the 
Residents About the Power Shutdown 
Posted on October 11, 2019 by State of the Nation 
Really, what is a “PUBLIC SAFETY SHUTOFF” ? ! ? ! 
First of all, let’s be very clear: what PG&E and the California State Government 
are doing to the residents has NEVER happened before. 
Shutting down power to nearly 3,000,000 people throughout any state has never 
happened before—ANYWHERE! 
PG&Egate: Why is California shutting down power to nearly 3 million residents? 
Since when is shutting off the power (as a pre-emptive measure to avoid wildfires from 
spreading) a justifiable pretext? !  
This Government-Corporate crime wave has been named PG&Egate as a partial 
scapegoat because of the sheer depth and breadth of the criminal conspiracy that was 
necessary for it to get this far. So how, pray tell, was such a criminally negligent scheme 
allowed to get out of the insane mind that conjured it up? 
We’ll tell you how: The ever-intensifying catastrophic firestorms, which have been 
meticulously geoengineered in California over the past several years, are actually 
manmade and produced by various means.  These include multiple triggers that 
are used to ignite the explosive conditions are that are painstakingly created 
between the wildfire seasons.  A partial list of those hidden triggers and 
conducive causes can be found here: California Wildfires Geoengineered & DEW 
Attacks. 
Here’s how the globalists and geoengineers conspired to manufacture the 
apocalyptic California firestorms 
Atmospheric Aluminum via Chemtrails, 
Weaponized SMART Meters, 
Specific EMFs Disseminated from 5G Cellphone and Microwave Towers, 
Directed Energy Weapons, 
Arsonists Disguised as Firefighters, 
Gross Mismanagement of California Forests, 
PG&E Power Lines Used to Start Fires, 

and Weather Warfare Are All 
Used in a Highly Coordinated 
Fashion to Fabricate a Very 
Conducive Environment for 
Isolated Firestorms 
to be Triggered and then 
Spread like Wildfire in Targeted 
Communities Throughout 
California 
<<How do out-of-control 
wildfires only burn down houses 
to the ground while leaving 

https://youtu.be/6JrX7sSjVUI
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=129712
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?author=1
http://themillenniumreport.com/2019/10/pgegate-why-is-california-shutting-down-power-to-nearly-3-million-residents/
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nearby trees completely unaffected?! 
In this deliberate way, the real perps are sufficiently terrorizing the residents with 
annual firestorms in order to forcefully move them off their ancestral lands, 
specifically throughout the conservative red counties of California. 
This ongoing series of clandestine black operations is all about purposeful and 

well-planned 
DERACINATION. 
Not only are the 
governmental and 
corporate perpetrators 
committing a targeted 
genocide with these 
false flag attacks (“false 

flag” because they are incorrectly blamed on Mother Nature), they are then 
stealing the coveted lands wherever, whenever and however they can. 
The co-conspirators well know that nothing works so effectively than to scare the 
residents off their properties via a surreptitious implementation plan of 
deracination. 
“California is using the “Firegeddon” meme to fear-monger, and terrorize red 
county residents off their land.  Yes, there’s much more to this power shutdown, 
but that’s the gist of it.” 
— Intelligence analyst & Former U.S Military Officer 
First of all, it’s imperative to understand who is really starting and spreading all 
the devastating CA firestorms over the past decade. As follows: 
OPERATION TORCH CALIFORNIA: A Special Report on the Firestorm Terror 
Operation 
“Operation Torch California is a very real ongoing black operation being 
conducted by the U.S. Intelligence Community in collusion with Operation 
Gladio.  These false flag terrorist attacks are first and foremost a highly 
sophisticated psyop.  They have many goals.  And they will continue until 
California has been completely subjugated by the globalists.” 
— Intelligence Analyst & Former U.S. Military Officer 
The apocalyptic firestorms that have afflicted the state of California over the past 
4 to 5 years are the direct result of deliberate acts of state-sponsored 
environmental terrorism.  Specific regions around the state have been 
purposefully geoengineered to explode into massive conflagrations resembling 
various types of natural wildfires—forest fires, brush fires and grass fires. The 
new normal of raging wildfires — during two wildfire seasons every year — are 
being stealthily geoengineered by the New World Order globalist cabal.  However, 
there are really multiple globalist goals and nefarious NWO purposes 
undergirding these highly staged Jade Helm-like events. As follows: (CALIFORNIA 
FIRESTORMS GEOENGINEERED: Here’s why and who’s doing it) 
(At the time of this writing) The fires have not even started yet; the winds have yet 
to blow; and PG&E has been ordered by the government to shut down the power 
to millions across California.  
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The UN Agendas are a major driver behind so much false flag, weaponized 
weather terrorism in California. The primary fake enviro paradigms being used to 
justify so much manufactured geo-terrorism and traumatizing power shutdowns are 
Agenda 21 and the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.  
Another reason why the control freaks at the very top of the food chain use these 
unrelenting acts of geoterrorism and power shutdowns is to manufacture 
consent. 
By using the Hegelian Dialectic MO — Problem ~ Reaction ~ Solution — they 
hope to stampede the citizenry into the pen of compliance with regard to many 
draconian measures that are on the horizon. 
The power elite especially want to strip Americans of their right to firearms, 
especially for when the lights really do go out. Those predatory capitalists, who are 
quite busy right now fleecing pensioners of their retirement funds, know that We the 
People know who they are. Hence, draconian laws are being quietly legislated in 
statehouses across the USA which are taking away liberties, trampling rights, and 
removing freedoms such as the inviolable Freedom of Speech. 
However, the perps at the peak of the pinnacle of the world power pyramid are well 
aware that the only way to do this without a full-blown “French Revolution” scenario is 
to: M A N U F A C T U R E   C O N S E N T 
Conclusion 
Climate Change chaos, the Extinction Rebellion, the Impeachment fiasco, GRETAgate, 
Mideast oil tanker attacks and the Democrat 2020 Freak Show are all being staged to 
distract, divert and misdirect all day long, every day. 
The Powers That Be (TPTB) are cognizant of the mathematical certainty of the 
upcoming market crash and economic collapse. They know there’s no stopping 
it, so they continually contrive so much drama to distract the populace from the 
grim financial and economic realities shaping up everywhere. See: THEIR FINAL 
SOLUTION: Market Crash, Dollar Collapse & World War 3 
Of course, the power elite have a post-collapse plan that represents the capstone 
of their New World Order agenda. That malevolent scheme not only includes the 
establishment of a One World Government headquartered in Jerusalem, it also 
calls for the complete takeover of all natural resources on the planet, as well as 
exerting total control over the world’s weather. 
The International Banking Cartel has always thrown their financial support to the 
Hollywood moguls and Sultans of Silicon Valley in anticipation of this final phase 
of exercising dominion over the entire planetary civilization.  
Apparently, the wealthy elites seriously underestimated the raw people power 
that is concentrating locally and coalescing globally by the day against their 
highly misguided schemes. The Internet, alone, has graphically exposed TPTB as 
an incorrigible cabal of criminally insane psychopaths who are shortly due their 
comeuppance. 
From this point on, the NWO crazymakers will always take advantage of every 
single disaster they can in order to advance their satanic agenda at every turn. 
The key point is that they will engineer disasters to further terrorize the American 
people, especially when natural ones are expected anywhere in the 50 states.  
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They already hijack any natural disaster they can get away with.  And, they will 
not let a single disaster go to waste whether natural or manmade. 
Bottom Line: This power shutdown has been brazenly carried out primarily to put all 
the blame on PG&E.  The globalists and geoengineers have been utilizing several 
techniques and tools to both start and spread these apocalyptic firestorms.  By holding 
PG&E alone responsible for the successive calamities, those geoengineering 
technologies and arson weapons conveniently escape detection by the unsuspecting 
public. 
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=129712  
Related:  
Martial Law Imposed on Tactically Significant Morgan Hill, CA- Marilyn Rupar and 
Dave Hodges 
MUST WATCH:POWER GOES OUT IN CALIFORNIA!! 2 MILLION PEOPLE IN A 
STATE OF PANIC!! SQ;BETA TEST-PREPPING FOR EMP ATTACK AND FULL 
MARGIN RUPTURE ALONG THE WEST COAST-   
800,000 Californians To Lose Power After Midnight--Nearly 1 million Californians 
are about to enjoy one of the biggest benefits of living in a socialist regime: lack 
of electricity  
URGENT: CALIFORNIA TO SHUT ELECTRIC POWER FOR 5 TO 7 DAYS IN SAN 
JOSE AND OTHER COUNTIES 
California Turns Off the Water. You Will Not Be Able to Wash Clothes and Shower 
in the Same Day 
Comments: Bob · Nonsense. We live in the area near the Camp Fire. For 50+ 
years we have all paid for service AND maintenance for electric power. PG&E 
chose not to do maintenance. Gov Brown signed a law that PG&E could pass the 
settlement costs on to us, the rate payers. So PG&E isn't being held financially 
liable for the death and damage they did. Most northern counties are very 
conservative. Last weekend we had power shut off for 15+ hours for high winds-. 
BS. Our flag was barely moving, our temp was 51* and humidity was 57%. We live 
at 3200'. They are doing it because they can, IMHO.  
Jill Hart · Now let's see...what could possibly go wrong with shutting off the 
power for days in a major city...in even minor cities. Let the chaos begin! Anyone 
want to post over n unders on the number of people who will die from these 
shenanigans?  

 
+3+ FEMA Moves on Northern California 
Play: https://youtu.be/uP66E3IPxME  
Twisted Truth: Mistake in article: In the article, I said There is a dawn to dusk 
curfew. I meant to say dusk till dawn. Sorry for the mistake.  
Bman73: Also California is shutting down HAMRadio/ShortWave repeating 
towers..  
Gandamack A mid-level beaurecrat ordered all ham relays shut down Oct 1 by 
admin order and it was done. Some say to inhibit militia type comms.This is 
incorrect.They WANT these types to transmit so they can be located. The relays 
were taken down to prevent news getting out once the arrests/killings 
start....Listen and learn people  
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Watch the California P-u-r-G & E Fires Begin in Real Time!! 
California Under Attack Yet Again! 5 Simultaneous Explosions! 
Play to 4:20: https://youtu.be/pH4xNwQqvik  

 
California 'Hellscape' Fires Latest - Tear thru Los Angeles - Mass Evacuations & 
Panic! 

Saturday, October 12, 2019--There are tons of DHS trucks 
running around here. Only seen a few over the years around 
here, seen 5 just in a short drive to the store.  
They’re saying there’s no wind in California, what is going on 
looks to me like it’s a land grab--Marie Dillon 
 

 
California blackouts expose scam of solar panels: They don't work when the grid 
goes down 
As millions of residents in California continue to suffer in a forced blackout rolled 
out by PG&E, those who own solar panels are finding out a sobering truth: Solar 
panels don't work when the grid goes down. 
That's because nearly all residential and commercial installation are "grid-tie" 
systems, not off-grid systems. So when the grid goes down, the solar panels are 
disconnected automatically. 
Even when solar panels do work, they’re still largely a scam. Power companies 
like PG&E rip off solar owners by charging much higher rates for electricity 
delivery than what they credit you for “uploading” watts from your solar panels. 
So while your panels are providing power to the electricity company at a 
discounted rate, that same company is still charging you retail rates for the power 
you use. 
Furthermore, solar panels lose as much as 30% of their effectiveness when they 
aren’t regularly cleaned, meaning the actual power delivered is far less than what 
the panels claim to deliver. 
Even more shockingly, climate alarmists are now pushing plans to dim the sun by 
polluting the stratosphere with particulate matter to reflect sunlight away from 
Earth. One program funded by Bill Gates and run by Harvard scientists is called 
SCoPEx. If fully deployed, it would diminish the power generation capabilities of 
all solar panels around the world. 
See the shocking full story here. 

 
Climate Change DEMOLISHED! 2 Studies Just EXPOSED The Entire HOAX! 
Play: https://youtu.be/QL3DczF-26A?t=89  

 
Ten Key Graphs Refuting The Climate Change Scam 
Tony Heller of Real Climate Science presents 10 key graphs that reveal just how 
pernicious the climate scam really is. The graphs show that carbon emissions 
have been going way up, as has the use of fossil fuels. These are correlated, as 
are corresponding declines in hunger and poverty, and an increase in life 
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expectancy. The carbon emissions that liberals regard as ideologically unclean 
are both an effect and a cause of the improving human condition, as they help the 
crops to grow. 
Play: https://youtu.be/DJFkMm002Rs  
Related:  
Over 30,000 scientists say 'Catastrophic Man-Made Global Warming' is a 
complete hoax and science lie 
Elites Caught in Amazon Wildfire Lie as NASA Confirms 'Average' Fire Season 
Bill Gates Funding Attempt To Stop Climate Change By Dimming The Sun 
Climate change hoax collapses as Michael Mann’s bogus “hockey stick” graph 
defamation lawsuit dismissed by the Supreme Court of British Columbia 
NASA admits that climate change occurs because of changes in Earth’s solar 
orbit, and NOT because of SUVs and fossil fuels - NaturalNews.com 

 
California Expands Red Flag Gun Confiscation Law! 15 New Gun Laws!!! 
Play to 3:52:  https://youtu.be/2zHrrMarimg?t=11  

 
The New Normal--Stackem and Packem!!!!--Why are these L.A. people sleeping in 
stacked pods? It’s not just the cost of housing  
Oct. 12, 2019 The other evening, I visited Eddy, a new co-living complex in 
Hollywood. Tucked away on a residential block that used to be all bungalows, it 
has the styling of a hip boutique hotel. People carry branded metal water bottles 
that say “Live. Dream. Connect.” The gym has a Peloton bike. Butterfly chairs 
encircle the backyard fire pit. In the co-working space, from a vending machine, 
you can grab a grain bowl or overnight oats. 
Each of Eddy’s four-bedroom furnished apartments has a gleaming kitchen with a 
big island and professional-grade stainless steel appliances. In the spacious 
living room, the custom-made sectional is deep, perfect for sinking into for a 
movie on the large flat-screen TV. For rents that top out per person at $945 a 
month, the luxe of it all seems astounding. 
But here’s the catch: Each single-sex unit is designed to accommodate 18 men or 
18 women. Each diminutive bedroom with its private bathroom: four to six adults 
in small, stacked rectangular spaces called “pods” just wide enough for a 
mattress and high enough to sit but not stand on top of it. 
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2019-10-12/when-finding-affordable-
housing-in-l-a-means-living-in-a-pod-or-a-bunk-bed   

 
Impossible Prediction! Most Devastating Disruption Of Food Supply In 10,000 Yrs 
Is Coming!  
Play to 10:59: https://youtu.be/2fvp4Uqu4yY  

 
An “All-Out Blizzard” That Is “Unheard Of For October” Hits Farms In The 
Midwest With Up To 2 Feet Of Snow 
October 9, 2019 Farmers in the middle of the country are about to get hit by what could 
potentially be the worst October blizzard in U.S. history.  According to USA Today, “the 
massive size and intensity of this snowstorm is unheard of for October”.  In other 
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words, we have never seen anything like this in the month of October ever before.  
Such a storm would have been disastrous enough in a normal year, but this has 
definitely not been a normal year for Midwest farmers.  As I detailed extensively in 
previous articles, endless rain and horrific flooding made planting season a 
complete and utter nightmare for many Midwest farmers this year.  Millions of 
acres did not get planted at all, and planting was seriously delayed on tens of 
millions of other acres.  As a result, corn, soybeans and other crops are simply 
not ready to be harvested in many parts of the Midwest, and now an 
unprecedented winter storm is barreling directly toward our heartland. 
This is a very, very serious situation.  Normally, most corn in the Dakotas and 
Minnesota is considered to be “mature” by now, but this year we are facing a 
completely different scenario. 
According to the latest USDA Crop Progress Report, only 22 percent of the corn 
in North Dakota is considered to be “mature” at this point… 
Many farmers continue to wait on the sidelines to get into the fields. With freezing 
temperatures, heavy snowfall, and high winds set to hit the northern Plains this week, 
the corn in North Dakota is only 22% mature vs. a 75% five-year average, 
according to Monday’s USDA Crop Progress Report. 
Also, South Dakota corn is rated 36% mature vs. an 80% five-year average. 
Minnesota farmers have a corn crop that is just 39% mature vs. an 83% five-year 
average. And now here comes an “all-out blizzard”. 
In case you are wondering, I am not the one that put such an extreme label on 
this storm.  In fact, Accuweather is specifically using that term to describe this 
historic storm…An unusually far-reaching snowstorm for early October will stall, 
strengthen and evolve into an “all-out blizzard” over the Dakotas and then will send 
a blast of cold air across much of the Plains and Midwest. 
Spokane International Airport recorded 3.3 inches of snow Tuesday, shattering 
the previous record for the day, which was a trace set in 1981. 
It is crazy that Spokane is already getting snow. 
According to Yahoo News, that snowfall already makes this the “third-snowiest October” 
that the city has ever experienced…But once this storm reaches the middle of the 
country, it is going to dump up to 2 feet of snow on some of our most important 
agricultural areas…A general 6-12 inches is forecast over much of the Dakotas. 
However, a large swath of 12-24 inches is likely with an AccuWeather Local 
StormMax™ of 30 inches likely from north-central North Dakota to central and 
northeastern North Dakota. 
Cities that could end up with 2 feet of snow include Bismarck, Jamestown and Devils 
Lake, North Dakota, as well as Mobridge, South Dakota, and Winnipeg, Manitoba. 
Needless to say, that much snow at this time of the year is going to be absolutely 
devastating for many farmers. 
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/an-all-out-blizzard-that-is-unheard-of-for-
october-is-about-to-hit-farms-in-the-midwest-with-up-to-2-feet-of-snow  
Related: What a difference a day makes! Denver sees its heaviest snowfall in 
October for 147 YEARS as temperatures plummet to 21 degrees and 6.7 inches of 
the white stuff blankets Colorado just 24 hours after the state bathed in 77-degree 
sunshine   
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